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Chronicle of BLUEPOOL 
 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
The province of Bluepool is overseen by the Aspect CREATIVITY, who dwells in 
The Forge – a transdimensional portal with its key opening in Profundis, an 
underwater realm (incidentally also the body of water for which “Bluepool” is 
colloquially named).  The original myth behind the water’s origin is a colourful 
one, and concerns a giant (Goloth) who was so bereaved for the loss of his beloved 
that he wept colossal tears, filling a chasm.        
 
The nature of Creativity is soundly reflected in the character of its principal 
inhabitants, the Elves, who, being a proud and long-lived race, see beauty and the 
arts as the noblest things one might pursue.  As described in the Chronicle of Ald 
Cyngric, the Elves arrived in Bluepool centuries ago as refugees from the province 
of Dokeen.  Initially they were not welcomed by the area’s human king but given 
the natural disasters that befell his lands, they integrated slowly but surely into 
existing society and eventually achieved prominence through their superior 
knowledge of crafting and magical arts.  Over time, the opulent levels of wealth 
they developed through sale of their skills became the basis for claiming ruling 
power in the region.   
 
 
RIGO 
 
The current capital at Rigo was established on the site of the older city of Narthis, 
a major trade centre whose sheer size attracted the first elves to settle there.  
Shunned by Narthis’ human inhabitants, the elves took shelter in the city outskirts 
in filthy and often unsafe conditions; but, making the most of an undesirable fate, 
they swallowed their pride and worked extremely hard to earn what they could, 
however they could.   
 
Nowadays, the elves of Rigo – rich beyond measure thanks to inheritance from 
these diligent ancestors - retain a formal, highborn demeanour, which many see as 
the equal and opposite reaction to the earlier mistreatment of their race.  Projects 
undertaken by Rigoreen leaders could also be said to reflect a need to prove 
themselves, in the sheer scope of their ambition: Rigo always seeks to have the 
tallest towers, the finest restaurants, the priciest shops with the rarest items, the 
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best-equipped guards, the most famous artisans and scholars teaching in the best 
funded institutions…and so on and on.  The fastest way to interest (or infuriate) a 
Rigoreen is to tell them someplace else has something bigger or better.  
 
As a matter of historical fact, the class system in Rigo is built on accumulated 
wealth, but, due to the widening gap in financial circumstances, people 
increasingly distinguish between those that are highborn and others not so 
fortunate.  This is as true between members of the elven race as it is with other 
races.  Although officially Rigo’s politics deny prejudicial treatment, most elves of 
a given station are regarded as superior to a human in that same station.  Further, 
while not subjugated in the same way the elves once were (the elves, after all, 
consider themselves better than humans in all respects) humans are often priced 
out of the best social positions.  The services of extremely talented humans are of 
course retained - sending a social message about the elves’ commitment both to 
quality and purported equality simultaneously.  There are no slums in Rigo, but 
the problem of poverty has not been entirely solved, and many of the area’s poor 
end up in older communities, such as Valerond. 
 
The present rulers of Rigo, like their ancestors, rely on the trade of crafted goods 
as the source of their wealth and power.  Rhetorically anyway, the very richest at 
the same time tend to distance themselves from crafting arts.  They do not study 
traditional occupations such as Woodturning or Tanning, Weaving or Metalwork, 
and send their children to private, elite schools to learn foreign (often ancient) 
languages, literature, art, and music.  A cynic’s description might be: “The less 
practical application, the better”.  Even magic, being a wholly scholarly pursuit 
deeply respected amongst Rigoreen, is considered somewhat “utilitarian” to be 
engaged in by highborn, although many dabble in it as a personal interest, simply 
as lore. 
 
One such highborn is Endar Ledux, whose particular fascination with magic (and 
shared cultural interest in owning the best of everything) led him to found the 
Arcane Library – a magnificent structure perched above the Crystal Falls.  His 
vision was to create a place to house the world’s grandest collection of magical 
books, which would in turn attract eminent scholars and mages to study there.  By 
and large, it was a vision realized, although whispers of “cutting corners” circulate, 
regarding how some of its acquisitions were come by.  Though specializing in 
sorcery, the Library contains books of all kinds, including a vault dedicated to 
world and local history.  The Library is currently owned by Endar’s grandson, 
Eldon, and overseen by Head Scholar, Arthur Istere.     
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OUTSIDE THE CITY  
  
While elven societies of old did boast noble houses, their communities were built 
around deeply egalitarian philosophies.  Accordingly, many elven groups hold that 
the Rigoreen learned too many lessons from their human hosts – especially those 
teaching excess and corruption.   
 
These elves banded together into three key communities: Grimner Dell, Unudo 
Woods, and Bonicaroo. 
 
Grimner Dell was founded by a conservative assembly believing in simple ways.  
They proudly recount that their ancestors never took shelter in human cities as did 
other elven immigrants, but rather lived off the land, hunting and foraging to meet 
their needs.  Magical practitioners hold traditional roles within the Dell, 
restricting their use of the art to natural domains such as healing, agriculture, and 
fertility.  Grimnereen are cautious folk and slow to trust, but once given, the bond 
of their friendship is lifelong and ironclad.  Traditionally they had little to do with 
the lands outside the Dell, but while they remain somewhat insular they are not as 
a people stubborn, and nowadays admit the influx of trade along with the odd 
visitor.  Their hospitality is kind, if plain; however rarely do they extend prolonged 
invitations.              
 
The Unudo Woods pulsate with a deeply arcane aura, and some contend that the 
environment itself is intelligent.  Accordingly, the Woods beckon most to those 
with strong magical gifts, and others who seek solitude in Nature.  Human druids 
were the first to settle there, joined later by elven practitioners.  Both races coexist 
there to this day, one of the few places the two live as true equals.  Inhabitants of 
the Woods can be considered a community only in the loosest sense, however, 
banding together in times of mutual need, but operating for the most part as 
individuals.  A number of dark and arresting ruins can be found there - sites of 
great power – along with creatures from beyond the mists of time, both whimsical 
and vile.    
 
Unlike the other elven enclaves, Bonicaroo is a bustling city (albeit one nestled 
snugly amid forest boughs).  Their population is outgoing and gregarious, 
welcoming with great enthusiasm visitors of all kinds and rolling out food, drink, 
and song with absolute delight.  Its houses, carved with uncanny skill from the 
tallest and sturdiest trees, are lit with magical fires of all colours, reflecting at once 
a reverence for latent nature and intellectual invention.  Bonicaroo is especially 
known for its Bards, having produced both Tfaana (Mistress of Rhyming Curses) 
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and the redoubtable Mandolyn.  In certain circles, this has earned the Bonicareen a 
reputation for being frivolous, although no serious challenger could refute the 
discipline evident in their craftsmanship (especially musical instruments, weapons 
and armour, magic items, or architecture).  The Bonicareen have the least issue 
with Rigo of any elven group not living in the city, and enjoy a regular trade there, 
with many owning permanent workshops, other businesses, or alternate 
residences in town. 
 
 
NON-ELVEN AREAS 
 
There are two sites in Bluepool whose population is largely non-elven.  The first is 
Valerond.   
 
Originally a fortified outpost overlooking both Bluepool (then Grinfaldar) and Ald 
Cyngric, Valerond’s core consists of a fairly spartan military complex.  When the 
humans of Cyng-Tun retreated to Valerond following its submersion underwater, 
they developed it well beyond its initial scope into an impressive city.  As the 
domain of Ald Cyngric slowly submitted to the forces of chaotic magic, humans 
moved eastward towards the last true bastion of the old empire remaining in 
Bluepool, Sibillian.  A small contingent continues to call Valerond their home.  
Most are drifters, vagabonds, or those with haunted pasts, as few simple folk 
would settle in a place where strange and unexplained events happen on so 
regular a basis.  Suffice it to say that those that do live there, even those more 
permanent residents, have little investment in its infrastructure.  As a result, large 
sections of Valerond are crumbling to dust.  Few traders have thriving 
relationships with Valerond, but merchants from the city occasionally send 
caravans out to hawk artifacts recovered (many at great personal peril) from the 
nearby swamps.    
 
Sibillian is all that is left of a vast kingdom stretching from beyond the 
easternmost point of present day Ald Cyngric to the western marker of the Path of 
the Dok, from the shores outlining the north of the continent to the jaw of the 
Dragon in its southern province where Magnavil is now capital.  A barracks was 
the first structure established on the site, and a certain military discipline passed 
into the traditions of those that came later.  On a literal level, the Arena in the 
centre of town retains a pivotal importance to Sibillian life, and combatants travel 
from far and wide in the hopes of earning fortune and glory in its dusty ring.  
Sibillian war mages are especially gifted with fire, able to conjure powerful 
opponents fashioned from flame.   
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Sibillians most evidence their fighting spirit, however, in the tenacious battle to 
keep hold of their culture.  Old ways are painstakingly preserved by historians and 
everyday citizens alike, who are all more than aware of being its last guardians.  
Consequently, Sibillian boasts an entirely alien character compared with 
elsewhere in Bluepool, where elves hold sway.  Where elves set their sights on the 
very fine things in life, Sibillians are a duly pragmatic people, preferring rustic 
food, solid and secure dwellings, and a grounded philosophy focusing on duty to 
the state and to family.  Such a stoic, “nose to the grindstone” mentality has indeed 
been an indispensable tool for dealing with their nation’s defeat, and accepting 
their fate humbly but with quiet pride.   
 
Sibillian is known for its master masons, carpenters, and engineers, who travel 
frequently to work on building projects, far and wide, with infrastructure issues as 
a specialization.  (Fraternities and Sisterhoods exist to keep their trade secrets.)  
The city is also famous for the soldiers it trains, and companies of mercenaries, 
private bodyguards, and enforcers find no problems gaining employment.  Wheat 
and barley are chief exports, as is their popular municipal drink, Oatmeal Melange.   
 
The Ebon Plains represent the site of the last great battle between humans and 
elves.  As neither side considers this having been anything more than a tragic 
failure, it is visited infrequently, a place of sadness and lament.   
 
 
PROFUNDIS 
 
Bluepool gains its name anecdotally from the story of Goloth’s Tear.  Whether or 
not true, the massive body of water is home to more than legend.  Its native 
denizens are the Celoth, elf-like creatures adapted to underwater life.  Celoth keep 
in superb shape from all the swimming they do and are spectacularly muscled, as 
well as long-lived.  They have a strong affinity for dolphins, and most of the Celoth 
race have at least one bonded dolphin as a beloved pet.  Although they appear 
superficially capable of telepathy, Celoth more accurately communicate through a 
sophisticated combination of empathy (mental projection of feelings but not 
complex thoughts) along with gestures and subtler body movements.  They can 
read non-Celoth emotions fairly well, but the opposite unfortunately does not 
hold true, presenting the first challenge to interaction with outsiders.       
 
There are otherwise a variety of opinions in Celoth society concerning how or 
whether to deal with Uplanders (as those from outside the sea are called).  Celoth 
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are not mer-people and are physically able to exit their undersea environment for 
short periods of time, although most find it unpleasant.  The gills on their necks 
must be submerged in water regularly, typically by wrapping them in damp cloths.  
They are also vegetarians and very specific about diet, eating only kelp from a 
certain region of the sea bottom…which happens to dry out and become 
unpalatable quickly while on land.  Those that choose to venture to the surface 
commonly tend to be young, as they are naturally more curious than elders, and 
the voyage generally does more to expand one’s personal boundaries than business 
interests, for instance, as the challenges posed to the latter are great.  There is 
accordingly little to no trade between Profundis and Upland.  Many Uplanders 
live out their lives blissfully unaware of the existence of the Celoth, or write them 
off as a myth, so rare a thing it is to see one in person.        
 
The reverse situation (of Uplanders heading into Celoth territory) happens even 
less often, due to a lack of technology that would permit it.  (A delegation from 
Yimihachika has recently been the first to make sustained contact.)  Fishing and 
other maritime operations occur in shallow enough waters not to bother the 
Celoth, who live at the very bottom of the deep.  The key reason Uplanders have to 
make the plunge is to seek Creativity’s Aspect, as the portal to the Forge exists 
somewhere within the blue pool.  Many zealots have met their drowning death as 
part of a holy quest to find the Forge.  If they learned that its location is a well-
kept secret among the Celoth, public interest in the undersea kingdom would 
certainly intensify – much to the dismay of its inhabitants.   
 
The Celoth have few natural enemies as they are the dominant evolved species 
within their habitat, although a handful of eldritch and leviathian creatures exist 
within the darkest corners of the deep, and these can complicate the orderliness of 
their day to day lives.               
 
Celoth society is run from Sparkshell Palace.     

             
 


